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STAFF
DIRECTORY

Operations
Jim DeLuca, General Manager:
ext. 111, gm@abundance.coop
Center Store
Kathy Peters, Merchandising
Manager: ext. 107, kathy@
abundance.coop
Naz Runfola, Buyer: ext. 106,
naz@abundance.coop
Diane Banks, Buyer
Sammy Ertle, Center Store
Associate
Steve Standhart, Center Store
Associate
Emily Sniezyk, Beer Buyer
Customer Service/ Front End
Payton Marovich, Front End
Manager: ext. 102, payton@
abundance.coop
Stephine Alfke - Rogers,
Supervisor
Jacob Snell, Supervisor
Seb Sanger, Supervisor
Shealyn Rapp, Cashier
Steph Terwilliger, Cashier
Erin Cavellier, Cashier
David Daunce, Cashier
James Gilbert -Schrag, Cashier
Deli
Leah Feldman, Deli Co –
Manager: ext. 104, leah@
abundance.coop
Bonnie Guillotine, Cheese
Buyer: ext. 104, bonnie@
abundance.coop
Mick Behan, Deli Assistant
Chris Reynolds, Deli Assistant
Christopher Fitch, Deli Assistant
Chris Hermann, Deli Assistant
Produce
Caitlin Holcombe, Produce
Manager: ext. 112, caitlin@
abundance.coop
Ty Burrs, Produce Assistant
Saqrah Houck, Produce
Assistant
Terry O’Brien, Produce Assistant
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Finance
Debbie Loo Anderson, Finance
Manager: ext. 110, debbie@
abundance.coop
Richard Rowley, Finance
Assistant: richardrowley@
abundance.coop
Wellness
Barbara Guzik, Wellness Buyer:
ext. 105, barbara@abundance.
coop

Shareholder Services
Richard Sauvain, Shareholder
Services Coordinator /
IT Coordinator: ext. 113,
rsauvain@abundance.coop

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Katie Malarkey, Co - President
Paula Hansen, Co - President
Beth Garver, Vice President
Max Gianniny, Treasurer
Peter House, Secretary
Leah Feldman, Staff Representative
Maria Coles
Karl Abbott
Chris Whitebell

newsletter
editorial
team

Margie Campaigne - Co-editor
& Advertising;
Ty Burrs - Co-editor & Graphic
Design
Torin Washington - Co-editor

Live your life to the fullest...
Learn how
acupuncture
can help you.
Contact us
t o d a y f o r a f re e
c o n su l t a t i o n !
Acupuncture-Rochester.com

EAT A COOKIE

Point of Sale (POS)
Francis Barrow, POS
Coordinator: ext. 113, francis@
abundance.coop

SUGAR GOT YOU DOWN?

Marketing
Torin Washington, Marketing
Manager: ext. 116, torin@
abundance.coop
Ty Burrs, Graphic Designer Marketing Assistant

Blood sugar
levels rise and
fall depending how
a food is digested in
the body. If digested slow
and steady, blood sugar stays
level and muscle stamina
lengthens. If digested quickly, blood
sugar spikes up and crashes quickly.

With that in mind, we use ingredients that
keep blood sugar stable while providing stamina
and a filling, nutritious comfort food: oats, spirulina,
pumpkin seeds, spelt flour and hemp protein.
#eatlikeabadass because being bad tastes so good.
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LOCAL FARMS

Can Hydroponically
Grown Produce be
Organic?

Elizabeth Henderson Shareholder

H

IDDEN from the view
of shoppers, large
scale hydroponically
produced fruit and
vegetables
bearing
the organic label are
underselling the produce of
family-scale organic farmers. In
major grocery chains more and
more of the produce that is labeled
“certified organic,” especially
tomatoes and berries, is coming
from large greenhouse operations.
The produce is labeled organic, but
not hydroponic, so there is no way
shoppers can tell what they are
buying. Fortunately, at Abundance
the produce department has a firm
commitment to clear labeling.
What is the problem, you may
ask? Is there anything wrong with
hydroponic production?
The
answer to that is “no,” as long as
it is a small part of your diet. John
Bolton of Bolton Farms sells his
hydroponic greens at Abundance.
The plants with the root ball still
on come neatly packaged in plastic
bags. Bolton makes no pretense of
using organic methods. He grows
the plants in a neutral medium
and feeds them with fertilizers
dissolved in water. Growing in a
greenhouse in this controlled way,
there is little need for pesticides so
there are no toxic residues.
In the winter, I often buy Bolton’s
lettuces or Asian greens which are
fresher than the certified organic
greens shipped long distances
that have probably lost much of
their nutrient value during the
trip. While there is nothing really
bad about hydroponically grown
vegetables and fruit, however,
they lack the full and complex
nutritional value of plants grown in
living soil even if the nutrients used
to feed the plants are substances
approved for use on organic farms.
To certify non-soil systems
as organic is a clear violation of
the Organic Food Production
Act that established the USDA
organic program. (See the article
by Caitlin Holcombe, Abundance
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Produce Manager.)
Dr. Barry
Flamm, a Montana organic farmer
and researcher who chaired the
NOSB at the time of the 2010
recommendation, writes this:
“Natural soils are very complex,
being made up of minerals, organic
matter and living organisms.…
Healthy natural soils are the only
sure way to produce and sustain
healthy foods. Simple additions
of a few chemicals to the water in
hydroponic systems or containers
that contain what may look like
real soil will not provide our food
with the nutrients we need for a
healthy diet. Let us not deceive
organic consumers that they are
getting healthy food just because
it is labeled organic, though grown
without soil.

Hydroponic Tomatoes
This is pure deception.” (For
more comments, see the website
http://www.keepthesoilinorganic.
org/community-voices)
Dr. Stuart Hill, an ecologist and
soil scientist and my first teacher
of organic soil science, contributed
these comments to the community
voices:
“1. HISTORICAL (& ETHICAL) – the
origins of the term ‘organic food’
required that all terrestrial foodproducing systems be based on the
care of healthy, uncontaminated,
living soils. This must be honored
and not compromised. To dare
to compromise this would be like
trying to sell a print of an original

painting as if it were the original,
which it can never be.
2. SCIENTIFIC – the field of soil
ecology is now well established,
and the complex connections
between ‘soil health’ and ‘food
quality’ are becoming increasingly
clear. What is particularly clear is
that: the bio-ecological and
physio-chemical processes that
occur in soil are far too complex to
able to be replicated or mimicked
in techno-systems (such as
hydroponics) – it is clearly best to
leave the task of nurturing plants
to the life in the soil – they do
many beneficial things that we are
yet to fully understand (so their
activities cannot be replicated in
hydroponics)

Tomatoes growing in soil on an
organic farm
– and they do it much more
economically than we could ever
do it without them. Hydroponics
may therefore be linked with an
arrogance that fails to recognize
our intimate relationships with,
and dependence on, nature;
and also with a kind of pseudo/
shallow-science that is not deep
enough or broad enough for
establishing truly sustainable and
wellbeing-enabling systems.”
A hot debate on this topic is
raging before the NOSB. Organic
farmers and their allies have
mounted an energetic campaign
with the slogan “keep the soil in
organic!” In October, there will be
rallies in Kingston, NY and around
the country and many organic

farmers will be testifying at the
NOSB meeting in late October in
Jacksonville, FL. The very essence
of what organic means is at stake.
Anyone want to help organize a
rally here in Rochester?
Healthy living soil is the
foundation of organic production:
“the fundamental understanding
that the health of the soil, plants,
animals, and humans are one
and indivisible.” This is the one
orthodoxy in organic farming and
gardening – healthy soils give you
healthy plants and the people
and animals who eat those plants
are healthy. As Dave Chapman, a
Vermont organic farmer who is one
of the leaders of the campaign to
“Keep the Soil in Organic,” argues
“The outcome of this debate
will decide if the USDA is worthy
to serve and protect organic
integrity. If you decide that soil
is unimportant, certified organic
will continue as a brand, but it will
lose its place as the world leader
of the healthy soil movement. And
the world needs that movement
more than ever.… When organic
certification is reduced to a
marketing strategy that misleads
consumers, it loses its soul, and
it will soon lose its followers as
well. …If certification no longer
represents soil health, many will
move on. We will build something
that supports real organic, with
soil as the center of a living system
that includes plants, animals, and
microbes.”
What can Abundance
shoppers do? Pay attention to
labels! If a store does not have
a clear labeling policy like that
practiced at Abundance, demand
change.
Support our local
organic farmers who grow in soil.
Soil-based production is more
expensive than industrial-scale
hydroponics because it takes
more work, but you get what you
pay for!
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The IFOAM
Principles of
Organic Agriculture
Our vision is the worldwide
adoption of ecologically, socially,
and economically sound systems,
based on the Principles of Organic
Agriculture (IFOAM 2005). We seek
to maximize these four principles in
everything that we do:
•The Principle of Health – Organic
agriculture should sustain and
enhance the health of soil, plant,
animal and human as one and
indivisible.
•The Principle of Ecology – Organic
agriculture should be based on
living and ecological systems and
cycles, work with them, emulate
them and help sustain them.
•The Principle of Fairness –
Organic agriculture should build
on relationships that ensure
fairness with regard to the common
environment and life opportunities.
•The Principle of Care – Organic
agriculture should be managed in
a precautionary and responsible
manner to protect the health and
well-being of current and future
generations and the environment.

Ken’s Kookery:

HOLIVEDAY
CHEESE
BREAD

The Holiday Recipe Police conducted a surprise inspection of the secret lab yesterday and sneered at the recipe mill. “No
cranberries or pumpkin spice in the input hopper? We’ll have to fine you,” they said, “unless you comply with article 11.23
in the regs here.” With sinking heart, I gave in. Please, don’t blame me if it’s the worst thing you ever ate!
Warning! Yeasted bread baking needs more than 365 words. Consult a good book or baker.

2 cups water
1 tablespoon sugar or syrup
1 tablespoon active dry yeast
2 cups white flour with germ
Warm the water to baby-milk warmth, no more than 100 F. Dissolve sweetener, sprinkle yeast, and mix. Let it sit 5
minutes to fully activate. Add flour and beat with chopsticks until the lumps are gone. If it gets cool,
microwave for 10-20 seconds, and mix the uneven heat in. Some folks dislike radio waves, but a TV just can’t
warm dough. Let the “sponge” get bubbly.

½ teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon dry rosemary
⅓ cup of dried cranberries
1 cup halved olives
0.3-0.4 pounds of cheese, diced
Recipes never have heaping cupfuls, only heaping spoonfuls. It’s unjust! One can of Field Day half ripe olives
yields a heaping cupful of halved olives. Dump them on a plate and grab and slice in pairs, it doesn’t take too
long. Cheese-wise, I tried Jake’s Smoked Gouda, Ithaca Milk Co. Raw Sharp Cheddar, and Muranda’s Bel
Ceillo, an asiago-type cheese. The Muranda was delicate, Jake’s was smokey and dramatic, and Ithaca Milk
Co. was classic cheese bread-ish. Dice cheese into half-inch cubes. Mix goodies into the sponge.

1½ cups white flour
1½ cups whole wheat flour
Tip in the flours, mix well. Keep the dough warm. I prefer the white flour with the germ, and the whole wheat pastry:
makes a softer bread with a nice crumb. Knead for a bit with maybe a half cup more flour. Cut ball in half and form 2
loaves. Raise in a warm oven for 20-30 minutes, 120 degrees F is good. Bake for 45-50
minutes at 350 degrees. Devour with gross amounts of butter.
Hmm, it’s not that horrible. Hmm!
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“It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief, it was
the epoch of incredulity, it was the
season of Light, it was the season of
Darkness, it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair, we had
everything before us, we had nothing
before us, we were all going direct
to Heaven, we were all going direct
the other way — in short, the period
was so far like the present period,
that some of its noisiest authorities
insisted on its being received, for good
or for evil, in the superlative degree of
comparison only. “
Seems like we still live in two cities.
Some of us are we and some of us are
other. This has probably been true
for much of civilization. While we can
try to ignore the state of our society,
we are fully embedded in it. Here
in Rochester, we truly do live in two
cities. Every analysis of the top 100
cities places Rochester near the top
of poverty stricken cities. What can be
done? Many consultants come and
measure and suggest, but change is
limited.
What can we do? What does it
mean to Stand Up For Love?
Recently, I came across a James
Baldwin quote about racial inequity.
He used the word ‘love’ as a state of
being or state of grace…not in the
sense of being made happy but in the
tough and universal sense of quest
and daring and growth. “Love takes
off the masks that we fear we cannot
live without and know we cannot live
within”
In 1974 Abundance set out on
a quest to bring healthy food,
sustainable agriculture and connected
community to Rochester and
continues in this effort now. We joined
the National Cooperative Grocers in
2002 and are part of the group of 200
independent community stores across
the country who work individually
and as a group to dare to make a
difference in this divided world. As
a group, we strive to provide the
opportunity for you to bring your care
and love to the quest
.

You help create a robust local
economy. Local product at food coops average 21% of total co-op sales,
compared with a national grocery
store average of just 1.8%. When you
buy local products, more money stays
right here, making our community
more economically resilient and
sustainable.
You help grow a healthier
environment. On average more than
33% of the products co-ops carry are
USDA Certified Organic and represent
42% of co-op’s total sales compared
with a national grocery store average
of just 5%. Organic agriculture
supports the health of our planet.
Organic farming methods are more
sustainable and have been identified
as a key way to slow down climate
change. Whether you buy one organic
product or many, you are part of the
solution.
You help tackle food waste.
Nationally, the average food co-op
donates almost twice as much as
conventional stores. You support
the production of organic veggies,
free range meats, pastured dairy,
wholesome deli and baked goods;
we make sure as little gets wasted as
possible.
You help bring people together.
Our democratically elected board
governs with guidance from the
seven international cooperative
principles that apply to all cooperative
businesses. These principles are
designed to help directors and
managers of the co-op make
decisions based upon a commitment
to economic and social justice and
equity for all stakeholders. You don’t
have to be an owner to shop the coop – but ownership is empowering
and everyone is welcome. Thank you
for investing in a better way of doing
business.
You help to nurture community.
Co-ops charitable support in
communities is 44% on average more
than conventional grocery stores. Your
support makes it possible to provide
education, classes and community
events nationwide with an average
of 92 outreach events per co-op each
year. Co-op shoppers support the
NEWS MAGAZINE
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GM
MUSINGS:

STAND
UP FOR
LOVE

Jim DeLuca,
General Manager
(continued on pg. 13)

HYDROPONICS
CAITLIN HOLCOMBE - PRODUCE MANAGER

One of the global ends that
Abundance strives toward is
“reliable education about food”1
so toward that aim, I would like
to address an issue regarding
the certification and labeling of
organic produce in the United
States. The debate is whether
hydroponic operations should be
eligible for organic certification.
Hydroponic produce is typically
grown in greenhouses with
their roots in nutrient solutions,
with various growing mediums
utilized (i.e. coconut fiber). Some
hydroponic growers use beneficial
insects to control pests and
abstain from chemical spraying,
such as Bolton Farms in Hilton, NY
(whose products we carry). Some
use nutrient solutions made up
of fertilizers that are acceptable
under the standards set by the
National Organic Program (NOP)
and a few accredited certifiers
(California Certified Organic
Farmers, the New Hampshire
Department of Agriculture)
have been granting organic
certification to these operations.
The main certifier in New York,
the Northeast Organic Farming
Association of New York (NOFANY) refuses to do so, as well as
refusing to certify egg farms
where the chickens’ only access to
the outdoors is on a porch.
There are several reasons
this has been controversial for
consumers and organic farmers
(who grow in soil). Many organic

farmers growing in soil believe
they are facing unfair competition
with hydroponic growers,
especially because hydroponic
product can be sold under an
organic label, with no clear
labeling of the growing practices.
Similarly, some consumers have
voiced concerns with treating the
two as equivalent nutritionally,
though studies in the U.S. show
contradictory results. 2(See the
article by Elizabeth Henderson for
more about soil and health.)
Now some background
information on how organic
food production regulations are
assessed and revised.
The National Organic Program
(NOP) operates under the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and
is responsible for interpreting
and enforcing the Organic Foods
Production Act of 1990 (OFPA).
OFPA specifically stated that
soil is necessary for organic
certification: “An organic plan
shall contain provisions designed
to foster soil fertility, primarily
through the management of
the organic content of the soil
through proper tillage, crop
rotation, and manuring.”3 It
should be noted that this act was
passed prior to the proliferation
of hydroponic greenhouse
operations. The National Organic
Standards Board (NOSB), makes
recommendations from The NOSB
after public hearings where any
concerned farmer or person can
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comment. It is the only USDA
advisory board that has statutory
powers; only those substances
approved by the NOSB can be
placed on the National List of
materials that are acceptable for
use on certified organic farms.
The NOSB is comprised of
15 volunteers from across
the organic community: four
organic farmers/growers;
three environmental/resource
conservationists; three consumer/
public interest representatives;
two organic handlers/
processors; one retailer, one
scientist (toxicology, ecology or
biochemistry); and one USDA
accredited certifier.
The public can make
nominations but the US Secretary
of Agriculture actually appoints
the NOSB members for a five-year
terms.4
The next NOSB meeting is in
late October in Jacksonville,
Florida and the board will be
considering a proposal to exclude
hydroponic produce from organic
certification. However, the NOP is
not compelled to make changes
based on recommendations from
the NOSB. In fact, the Cornucopia
Institute states in “The Organic
Hydroponics Dichotomy”5 that
although the NOSB recommended
in 2010 that hydroponics not be
eligible for organic certification,
the NOP still has not adopted this.
When Saqrah and I heard about
this issue from a shareholder in

March, we immediately started
to research the growing practices
of the tomatoes we receive. We
were specifically concerned with
tomatoes because we know these
are a popular product from largescale hydroponic greenhouses.
At the time, we were sourcing
our tomatoes on the vine from
Mexico and the case had a
traceable code through a site
called HarvestMark.com. Many
companies now have traceability
systems in place in case of a
recall situation. From the site,
we were able to find the Mexican
company that grew the tomatoes,
AGRICOLA EL ROSAL, and to see
that no food safety issues had
been reported. However, there
was no information on growing
practices-- we had to go to the
producer’s website6 to learn
that these certified organic
tomatoes on the vine were in fact
hydroponically grown.
Next, Saqrah contacted Lady
Moon (which has farms in PA,

FL and GA) because we usually
get slicing and grape tomatoes
from them, unless we are able
to source locally. She received a
reply from Ana’s Beddard at the
company:
Lady Moon is 100% soil grown.
We do not grow anything under
greenhouses, in containers, or
hydroponically. Our tomatoes are
transplanted and then spend their
whole lives in the soil. We believe
that our job is to enrich and help
the soil flourish. We practice cover
cropping, crop rotation, green
manures, and other practices
that are focused on creating a
more nutritious and healthy soil.
We believe that our plants will
grow strong and healthy through
nurturing the soil. Simply stated,
without healthy soil there is no
organic farming!
Beddard also let us know that
Lady Moon is actively advocating
for clear labeling practices
and is opposed to organic
certification for hydroponic

products. Representatives from
Lady Moon will be present at the
upcoming NOSB meeting. She
also let us know that a new term—
bioponics-- has been suggested
by organic hydroponic growers
to differentiate themselves
from conventional hydroponic
operations.
We will work to keep
you, our shoppers and
shareholders, informed as the
NOSB addresses these issues
at the upcoming meeting. We
believe that transparent labeling
practices allow consumers to
make informed choices for
themselves and their families.
We will also continue to carry
Lady Moon’s organic slicing and
grape tomatoes, which are soilgrown. As well as encouraging
transparency by adding the label
“hydroponic” to our signs for
items that are hydroponically
grown and currently being
certified organic.

1 “Abundance Global Ends.” (11 June 2014), http://abundance.coop/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Abundance-Global-Ends.pdf.
2 Martin, Emily. (9 April 2010). Should you buy hydroponic vegetables? Rodale’s Organic Life. http://www.rodalesorganiclife.
com/food/hydroponic-farming
3 Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 (OFPA). As amended
through Public Law 109-97. 10 Nov. 2005. https://www.ams.
usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Organic%20Foods%20Production%20Act%20of%201990%20%28OFPA%29.pdf
4 “NOSB Fact Sheet.” June 2015. https://www.ams.usda.gov/
sites/default/files/media/NOSB%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
5 Cornucopia Institute. (March 5, 2015). The Organic Hydroponics Dichotomy. https://www.cornucopia.org/HydroponicsWhitePaper.pdf
6 “Our Company.” http://agricolaelrosal.com.mx/
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OUR FIRST FIVE MONTHS
After our grand opening we have settled in to working our way through the long list of
things that are still needed. We make headway every week. We got a window counter and
artwork installed in the deli seating area recently. Our outdoor patio is lovely; sitting under
the London Planetree (looks like a Sycamore) in the dappled light is nice. The salad and
hot bars are regularly offering deliciousness. Our beer and cheese selections are greatly
improved.
The introduction of more conventional products has been met with mostly positive
comments and a few folks concerned about lowering our quality standard. Adding these
kinds of items was always part of the plan because the board of directors thought it was
important that Abundance step up as a community store that could meet the needs of
people who choose to skip or might not be able to afford organic. While our history has
been one of natural and organic almost exclusively, we think that as a cooperative we need
to meet the needs of our extended community. These products will be treated like all our
products; if people do not buy them we will not reorder them.
What is going well? More than 300 shoppers have become owners. Produce sales
are doing the best with sales up about 70%. Beer and cheese sales have doubled. Overall
sales are up about 35%. This is a nice number, but not as nice as we need to make the new
location work. Our original sales estimates developed by a professional marketing firm
indicated that we could double our sales from the Marshall Street store. We lowered that to
90% when we presented the pro formas to the bankers, owner loaners, the city and county.
So we are falling quite short of what we need. I have redone the budgets with a 75% increase
and that seems possible to make work. Comparing the need for a 75% increase with the
current situation of a 35% increase shows the gap. Summer is always our slowest season and
we always have operated at a loss then, but business usually picks up in October, so we are
tuning up the marketing effort to leverage the normal October increase.
Every time I go onto the sales floor I meet new people, lots of first time visitors; so
I think we are in a good location and people express that they like the space. If you like
shopping with us, it would be helpful to let your friends know to give us a try too. Also, when
you’re in the store you can try a new product that delights you.
JIM DELUCA, GENERAL MANAGER

wedge waddle w/ abundance
Abundance will be the start and stopping point for the wedge
waddle! If you have any last minute groceries you need for the
holiday feel free to stop by Abundance. We will be open!
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MARKETING NEWS
TY BURRS - MARKETING ASISTANT. GRAPHIC DESIGNER
In August 2016, after graduating from West Chester
University of Pennsylvania with my bachelors in
marketing, I moved to Rochester, NY. I soon began
working at Abundance in the produce department
in March 2017. At this time we were still located on
Marshall Street. I knew when I started at Abundance
that it had great potential for growth and I was
constantly thinking of ways to make it better. Since I
was new to the staff, however, I kept my thoughts to
myself. After a week or two of being hired, we had a
monthly staff meeting. I then learned that we would be
moving to a bigger and better location! I also learned
that we would be losing our marketing director, and
although this was sad to lose a member of the staff it
also meant that there was an opening in the marketing
department. After speaking with Jim DeLuca, the
general manager, and sharing with him my graphic
design portfolio, I wasn’t sure that I would get the
position. But soon after our final interview, I was offered
a position with the marketing department. I am now
able to bring all my ideas to light with the help of my
marketing manager Torin Washington, and the rest of
the Abundance family.
Now I know you are wondering - well what are all
these ideas I keep referring to? I have been focusing a
lot of my energy on the seating area and what it needs:
to be a little more “homey” for our customers and staff.
We have the art gallery up and running, and for the
first two months all the work that is up in the seating
Unique,
Handmade,
Fair Trade.

ORIENTAL RUG EVENT
October 5-9, 2017

area is done by staff members and their loved ones. We
will start rotating art out at the end of October, which
means if you are an artist, we want your art work in
Abundance!
If you have ever sat in the seating area, I’m sure
you noticed how noisy it gets. We are in the process
of sound
proofing the seating area. After it is
soundproofed we will be hosting many different live
music events. One of those many events will be an
open mic! If you’d like to perform at this open mic or
you know some -one that would like to participate,
there will be a sign up sheet on the bulletin board at the
entrance.
We will also be renting out the small community
room located off of the seating area; this area has
a capacity of about 39 people. In order to rent this
space for organization meetings, small celebrations,
classes, etc. please send an email to marketing@
abundance.coop. You can rent it for a one-time event or
a scheduled time weekly. It is totally up to you and your
needs.
If you have any questions, problems, concerns, or
suggestions, feel free to email us or write them down
and put them in the suggestion box. We love to hear
your opinion and Abundance is here for the community
so we will try our best to accommodate the needs of
our customers. Thank you so much for your patience
with us and your constant support.

Vicki Snyder & Jim Young
Selling Unique Crystals,
Huge Selection of Angel
Cards, Readings, Reiki/IET
Healing & Classes!

714 University Ave., Roc., NY 14607
spiritcrystalconnections@gmail.com
585 461-2669
ONE WORLD GOODS

Accent your Life. Empower Another’s.
HOURS: M-Th 10-7, F-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5
Pittsford Plaza • 387-0070
www.owgoods.org
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Evolving in
Cooporation

Abundance is owned by its shareholders- possibly
by you! And as owners, you elect fellow shareholders
to serve on the Board of Directors, who represent
your values in setting policy for the co-op. This
involvement of shareholders is part of what makes
us a cooperative business.
Early this year, a group of Abundance workers
got together to request that the Board take the big
step of involving staff in the cooperative vision, and
I’m happy to report that this has come to fruition!
After many months of discussion with workers
and shareholders, the Abundance Board voted to
create a Staff Representative position: a non-voting,
advisory spot on the Board for a liaison elected by
Co-op workers. This person communicates regularly
with staff in order to accurately represent their
values and concerns in Board conversations about
co-op vision and governance, especially those that
directly affect workers. As staff rep, I hope to educate
and bring workers into the cooperative process,
increasing engagement and connectivity among the
many aspects of the co-op.
We are looking forward to working together
to bring Abundance even more in line with its
cooperative vision, reflecting concern for community
and ethical labor practices.
If you are interested in learning more, please
contact me at lfldmn@gmail.com.

Leah Feldman, Deli Co-manager & Staff
Representative
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WRITE
FOR THE
RAP!

Now accepting submissions for
the WINTER ISSUE.
Deadline:
DECEMBER 15TH
Email your ideas to
marketing@abundance.
coop

(GM Musings: “Stand Up for Love” cont. from pg. 7)
work of local organizations that are dedicated to making a better world for all of us. Thank you for your generosity and
participation. YOU are improving our community!
You help to grow fair trade business. Co-ops sell a higher percentage of fair trade products than other natural and
organic products grocery stores. Combined co-op sales of fair trade products nationally top $32 million annually. When
you purchase fair trade products, you are contributing to the improvement of people’s lives. Thanks to your support, coops are one of the best places to find fair trade products in the United States.
You help to support sustainable solutions. Since 2012, food co-ops have been working together to offset a portion
of greenhouse gas emissions associated with business travel and utilities by growing a Co+op Forest in the Peruvian
Amazon. As of 2016, Co+op Forest is home to 1.4 million trees, which will offset 2,738 metric tons of CO3e within
their lifetimes. This project has been selected as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve to serve as a model of sustainable
communities. Co-op shoppers demonstrate a deep concern for the environment. Co-ops take this commitment
seriously and are working together to take on some of today’s biggest challenges. Thanks for your dedicated support.
YOU are the co-op difference.
Abundance Food Co-op can only make a difference when you bring your values and hope for a better future to join
with us. We can be tough and dare to make WE bigger than OTHER by caring.

Your choices make the difference.

WEDGE
WADdLE
Z

Ten o’clock in the a.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 23 b Abundance
CoOperative Market
THANKSGIVING MORNING!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Give Thanks while you WALK

RUN OR WADdLE YOUR WAY
THROUGHO UT THE WEDGE!

A PAIR OF NEW SOCKS
a DONATE
TO SAINT JOSEPH’S

event for families & friends

HOSPITALITY HOUSE

MORE DETAILS & REGISTER AT: WEDGEWADdLE.COM

• Improving performance
• Changing habits
• Fertility and birth
• Wellbeing and outlook
• Past Life Regression
Serving kids, teens and adults.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

A Word from
the Board

What is the Role of the Board ?
The Abundance Board was established to provide oversight of the Co-op, including but not limited to
the following: operations and finances of the Co-op, planning with respect to such functions, overseeing
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, maintaining communications with member-owners and
staff, maintaining good community relations, and assuring that the purposes of the Co-op are properly
carried out.
Although the Co-op’s By-Laws stipulate that there may be between 5 and 11 voting Board directors serving,
the Board prefers to operate at a capacity of 9 directors. Currently, the Board has 8 directors, and as of this
writing, has a vacancy for a Board director. As of the September 2017 Board meeting, Peter House rejoined
the Board and Chris Whitebell was appointed to the Board. Other Board directors are Paula Hansen and
Katie Malarkey, co-presidents, Maria Coles, vice-president, Max Gianniny, treasurer, Beth Garver Beha,
secretary, and Karl Abbott.
Board directors serve for 3 years and share the responsibility of maintaining sound policies and guidance for
the benefit of the Co-op’s member-owners and well-being. Board meetings occur on the second Thursday
evening of each month in the Co-op conference room, from 6-8 pm. Recently, a staff representative, Leah
Feldman was elected to the Board. The Board also has a note-taker, Marcy McMahon, who assists the
Secretary and Board with maintaining monthly minutes. Member-owners and staff are invited to attend
Board meetings.
Our Abundance Cooperative annual meeting will take place this year at the new Co-op at 571 South Avenue,
Rochester, NY from 5-7 pm on Sunday, November 19, 2017. Elections for incoming Board directors will take
place at the annual meeting. If you are interested in serving on the Board or know of someone who may like
to serve, an application should be submitted to Max Gianniny well in advance of the Sunday, November 19,
2017 annual meeting. Member-owners may apply to be Board directors. To receive an application, e-mail Max
at mgianniny@gmail.com.
Look for further information on the annual meeting at the Co-op, on social media, the website and in your
(e-mail) inboxes. As per years past, it is a potluck for member-owners and all are required to bring plates,
cups, napkins and cutlery to share in the potluck.
Always, Beth Garver Beha

HANDMADE CHOCOLATES FOR EVERY CELEBRATION

674 SOUTH AVENUE · OPEN DAILY 10AM-9PM
HEDONISTCHOCOLATES.COM

n
ollectio
F r uit & Nut Ce & Veg an!
D a iry-Fre

CHOCOLATE & ICE CREAM LOCAL DELIVERY ON
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CLASSIFIEDS

SAVE THE DATE
GARDEN PARTY AT THE CO-OP

The garden group will be planting bulbs around the
coop for enjoyment next spring.
Date – Saturday Oct 7
(rain date Saturday Oct 14)
Time – Beginning at 10 am
Location – Meet near the entrance to the coop
•If you have garden tools bring them.
•If you have a surplus of bulbs please consider contributing them.

LOOKING FOR
PESTICIDE FREE
HOUSING

I have allergies and am looking
for pesticide free housing that is
temporary or longer term. Looking for either shared housing
or an individual apartment or
house.
If you have any information
please
call (585)-414-7422.

Questions :
Contact Wendy @ (585) 613-6646

WANT TO
SUBMIT
A CLASSIFIED?
Up to 50 words. $5 for nonshareholders and free for
shareholders. Send your ad to

FASCINATING
WOMANHOOD CLASS
STARTING IN HOLLEY
Call for details
Deborah Dominguez
World Peace Facilitator
(585) 638 2302
7 Nelson St.
Holley, NY 14470

marketing@abundance.coop

The Abundance Annual Meeting of
Owners:
The annual meeting is scheduled for
Sunday, November 19th from 5p to
7p. For the first time it will be held in
the seating area at the co-op. Please
mark this on your calendars and plan
to attend. Plus keep an eye out for
future eblasts that will provide more
information.
NEWS MAGAZINE
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now available
on amazon & at
barnes and nobles

[part one of a trilogy] by
Abundance Co-Op shareholder
Ian D. Spier, “Honor Must Prevail”,
set in a 16th century parallel
Earth, full of magic, machinery,
Elves, Wizards, centaurs,
Dragons, an evil cult and a
criminal empire plotting world
domination.

openskyyoga.com
Carla Anselm
Michael Amy
Becky Lyons
Rick Lynch
Heidi Friederich
François Raoult, Director
Mary Aman
Tom Battley

Yoga classes. All levels.
200 hour Essential Yoga TEACHER TRAINING begins February 2017.
INTERNATIONAL RETREATS in India, France, Italy and Greece.
Free trial class.

Join us on facebook.com/OpenSky
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